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ABSTRACT We present a brief summary of the
key factors underlying protein structure, as devel-
oped in the investigations of Pauling, Ramachand-
ran, and Rose. We then outline a simplified physical
model of proteins that focusses on geometry and
symmetry. Although this model superficially ap-
pears unrelated to the detailed chemical descrip-
tions commonly applied to proteins, we show that it
captures the essential elements of the chemistry
and provides a unified framework for understand-
ing the common characteristics of folded proteins.
We suggest that the spectrum of protein native state
structures is determined by geometry and symme-
try and the role of the sequence is to choose its
native state structure from this predetermined
menu. Proteins 2006;63:273–277.
© 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Our understanding of the behavior of proteins has
consistently made progress. However, although many
general features of folding—such as burial of hydrophobic
groups and structural motifs of native states—have been
known for decades, many details remain unclear. Until
recently, the problem of protein structure has been ad-
dressed through fully detailed models, involving all atoms
and explicit charges. However, simplified models based on
geometry and symmetry have shown themselves capable
of rationalizing the nature of observed structures. The
purpose of this essay is to illuminate the similarities and
complementarity of these approaches.

INFERENCES ABOUT PROTEIN STRUCTURES
DERIVED FROM STRUCTURAL CHEMISTRY

More than 50 years ago, Linus Pauling and his collabora-
tors made a seminal advance in understanding protein
structure based on an application of quantum chemistry
and crystallography.1,2 The key prediction, accurately
confirmed by experiment, was that �-helices and �-sheets
were the repeatable structures of choice for which back-

bone hydrogen bonds would provide the scaffolding. This
ingenious result arose on considering the rules of quantum
mechanics and details of the lengths and nature of cova-
lent and hydrogen bonds. This result led to the idea that
the “limited parts list”3 of protein native state structures
had helices and almost planar sheets as their principal
components.

More than a decade later, Ramachandran and cowork-
ers4 studied the entirely different phenomena of sterics:
the large energetic cost of the overlap of non-bonded
atoms. This study was applicable not only to native state
structures studded with backbone hydrogen bonds but also
equally well to the denatured state of proteins, which is
thought to have fewer hydrogen bonds between backbone
atoms. The key discovery was that the allowed phase
space, as described by the Ramachandran dihedral angles
� and �, was restricted by steric interactions. In other
words, values of (�, �) in only a few limited regions of
phase space did not lead to steric overlaps. On incorporat-
ing the details of the structure of the peptide bond, the
significantly populated allowed regions of the phase space
correspond to the now familiar �-helix and �-strand.
Indeed, the two backbone geometries that allow for system-
atic and extensive hydrogen bonding1,2 are the �-helix and
the �-sheet obtained by a repetition of the backbone
dihedral angles from the two regions respectively.5

The sequence of amino acids plays an all-important role
in the choice of the local structure. Poly-L-alanine, which is
a good approximation to the backbone, readily forms a
helix in water,6 but for heterogeneous side-chains the helix
backbone sterically clashes with some side-chain conform-
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ers, resulting in a loss of conformational entropy.7 When
the price in side-chain entropy is too large, an extended
backbone conformation results pushing the segment to-
ward a �-strand structure.5

Rose and his collaborators have built on the work of
Pauling and Ramachandran in innovative and important
ways. One key advance is the recognition of the hierarchi-
cal organization of proteins8 and the idea of hierarchical
folding initiated locally along the sequence and proceeding
with the subsequent interaction of these marginally stable
units to yield more complex folded regions and so on until
the native state structure is obtained.5,9 Another is the
vivid demonstration10,11 based on sterics that the Flory
isolated-pair hypothesis,12 which posits that the Ram-
achandran angles at successive positions along the se-
quence are independent of each other, breaks down in a
nontrivial way so as to eliminate hybrid conformations of
�-helices and �-strands. Fitzkee and Rose have observed3

that this result is also consistent with the fact that the
combination of Pauling’s hydrogen bonds and Ramachand-
ran’s steric effects limit local backbone structures to a
small spectrum of possible conformations.

The problem of determining the native state structure of
a protein can be thought of as one of assembly from the list
of available parts to create a harmonious whole in which
the hydrogen bonds are in place, steric clashes are avoided,
a hydrophobic core is created, and charged amino acids are
preferentially in contact with the solvent. Of equal impor-
tance, even the structures in the denatured state are not
featureless. The typical local structures in the denatured
state are those that do not suffer from steric clashes and
include �-helices, �-strands and polyproline II heli-
ces.13–15

The picture that emerges from the work of Pauling,
Ramachandran, Rose and others encapsulates the essen-
tial structural chemistry underlying proteins and explains
why protein native states are assemblages of �-helices and
�-sheets and why there are a limited number of folds.

THE TUBE MODEL

The success of structural chemistry in rationalizing the
role of �-helices and �-sheets1,2 as the building blocks of
protein structures has spurred investigations of proteins
based on detailed models. In contrast, recent work16,17 has
suggested a unification of the various aspects of all pro-
teins: symmetry and geometry determine the limited
spectrum of folded conformations that a protein can choose
from for its native state structure; these structures are in a
marginally compact phase in the vicinity of a phase
transition and therefore respond sensitively to certain
perturbations; proteins are well-designed sequences of
amino acids that fit well into one of these predetermined
folds; and proteins are prone to misfolding and aggrega-
tion leading to the formation of amyloids, which are
implicated in debilitating human diseases such as Alzhei-
mers, type II diabetes, and spongiform encephalopathies.

We summarize the key ideas underlying this approach:

1. The symmetry of a system often plays a crucial role in
determining its ordering. For example, a system of hard

spheres exhibits either an isotropic fluid phase or an
ordered crystalline phase depending on the packing
fraction or sphere density. On replacing the isotropic
spheres with anisotropic objects shaped like pencils,
one can additionally obtain liquid crystal phases with
translational order in fewer than three dimensions
along with orientational order. It is therefore useful to
consider the symmetry properties of protein chains.
Like other linear polymers, polypeptide chains of pro-
teins possess an inherent anisotropy—at each monomer
(or amino acid) there is a special local direction. From
the point of view of symmetry, therefore, a chain of
isotropic spheres is not an appropriate simple model for
a chain molecule. Instead, the simplest geometrically
accurate model, which respects the correct symmetry, is
that of a chain of coins or discs with the direction
perpendicular to the face of the coin defining the local
tangent. In the continuum limit, such a chain is akin to
a flexible tube or the familiar garden hose. Physically,
one requires that tube conformations be self-avoiding
and this can be ensured by means of a suitable three-
body interaction.18

2. One may next consider the nature of the ground states
(at zero temperature) of a flexible tube subject to a
self-attraction mimicking the effects of hydrophobicity.
In other words, what are the classes of self-avoiding
tube conformations that are best able to avail them-
selves of the attractive interactions? The answer to this
question depends crucially on the value of a key dimen-
sionless parameter:19 the ratio of the tube thickness
and the range of attractive interaction. When this ratio
is close to unity, one obtains a marginally compact
phase that is in the vicinity of a phase transition
between the swollen phase (obtained for values of the
ratio large compared to 1) and a generic compact phase
(obtained for values of the ratio small compared to 1).
Quite remarkably, the ratio is close to unity for proteins
and so they are naturally poised in the marginally
compact phase. This fine-tuning of the ratio is accom-
plished automatically in proteins because the side
chains of amino acids determine both the effective tube
radius (the side chains reside in the space within the
tube) and the range of attractive interactions (the outer
atoms of nearby side-chains have a short-range attrac-
tion screened by the surrounding water). For short
tubes, there are very few marginally compact tube
structures, most notably a space-filling helix20,21 with a
pitch to radius ratio within a few percent of that
observed in real proteins and zig-zag strands assembled
into almost planar sheets.22 The proximity of the mar-
ginally compact phase to a phase transition provides
exquisite sensitivity to these structures to the right
types of perturbations and the fact that there are few
structures lends itself to a simple energy landscape
with few minima.

3. When one deals with unconstrained objects, it is suffi-
cient to specify where the objects are located and using
this information, one can construct mutual distances
between pairs of objects. In contrast, when objects are
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tethered along a chain, it is insufficient to describe a
constituent object merely by providing its location, as if
it were an isolated entity. Rather, associated with each
object is a local coordinate system—for example, a
Cartesian system whose three axes are the tangent to
the chain, the normal to the chain and the binormal at
that location. Thus for a chain molecule such as a
protein, a more complete description is provided by the
location as well as the specification of the local coordi-
nate system at each amino acid location. Interestingly,
a study of experimentally determined protein struc-
tures shows that sterics and hydrogen bonds conspire to
place constraints on the relative orientation of the local
coordinate systems of amino acids connected by cova-
lent or hydrogen bonds. There is a great simplification
associated with the fact that a vast majority of these
geometrical constraints are independent of the identity
of the amino acids involved in the bonding.16,17

4. A refined tube model of a homopolymer with these
constraints along with a local bending energy penalty
term, an overall hydrophobicity term and simple energy
scores for local and nonlocal (along the sequence) hydro-

gen bonds as well as a reward for formation of coopera-
tive hydrogen bonds leads to a surprisingly simple
result. One finds, even for a homopolymer, that the
ground states in the marginally compact phase (i.e., in
the vicinity of a transition to a swollen phase) are
assembled tertiary structures resembling protein na-
tive state structures. One obtains distinct assembled
folds as the ground state on varying the overall hydro-
phobicity and/or the bending energy parameters.

5. In summary, this model suggests that the phase of
matter employed by Nature to house protein structures
is the marginally compact tube phase because of its
advantages—a simple funnel-like energy landscape even
at the homopolymer level with few minima and the
sensitivity of structures because of their being margin-
ally compact. The role of the sequence is not to fashion
its native state structure but rather to choose it from

Fig. 1. Key differences between the structural chemistry and tube
model approaches to understanding protein structure. At left is an all-atom
representation of a helix, with the backbone darkened for clarity. On the
right is the same helix represented as a flexible tube of radius 2.7 Å. The
conventional chemistry-based picture typically models all atoms in the
protein to accurately reproduce structure. Atomic coordinates for such a
model are determined from known values of bond lengths and angles,
which in turn result from the quantum mechanical properties of the atoms.
The Hamiltonian for such a model often consists of additive pairwise
interactions that are derived from known physical properties, such as
hydrogen bonds, van der Waals, and electrostatic interactions. In the
all-atom model backbone conformations are restricted by the ranges of
the dihedral angles � and �, and the particulars of the amino acid
sequence determine protein structure. In contrast, the tube model is
coarse-grained, such that only the locations of the C� atoms are given
attention. Each C� is taken to reside on the axis of a flexible tube of
nonzero thickness. The Hamiltonian here consists of an attractive poten-
tial between amino acids that mimics the effects of hydrophobicity, plus a
three-body repulsive term that ensures self-avoidance of the tube. This
three-body term provides the only limitation on the nature of the local
backbone conformation and, as shown in Figure 2, excludes regions of
the �-� space that are sterically inaccessible in all-atom models. The only
conformational constraint in this model is the fixed length of the virtual
bonds between successive C� atoms, and it is the form of the Hamiltonian
that encourages the formation of protein-like structures. In the tube model,
the details of the amino acid sequence play the secondary role of
selecting the best fit geometrically allowed native state from a menu of
possibilities determined by geometry and symmetry.

Fig. 2. Ramachandran plot showing the accessible and forbidden
regions based on sterics and the tube constraint, respectively. Structurally
repetitive peptides (i.e., those for which � and � angles are identical for all
amino acid residues) that are 12 residues in length are modeled for values
of � and � spanning the phase space. The tube radius—the radius of the
smallest circle that passes through any three C� atoms—is calculated for
each peptide. The (red) hatching indicates regions that are forbidden by
the three-body constraint: The radius of one or more circles passing
through triplets of C� atoms becomes less than the tube radius taken to be
2.7 Å. The forbidden region in the center of the plot is excluded by local
effects alone, such that any residue with a (�, �) value in this region will
have a local radius of curvature below 2.7 Å. The excluded strips in the
upper right and lower left result from nonlocal effects; repetitive structures
with (�, �) values from these regions have acceptably large local radii of
curvature and only violate the three-body constraint if they are extended
beyond the tri-peptide. The regions that are sterically accessible to 12
residue polyalanine peptides in an all-atom representation are plotted as
solid: Allowed regions for poly-L-alanine have values � � 0 and are
plotted in green (dark), and regions accessible to poly-D-alanine have
values � � 0 and are plotted in yellow (light). Note that the regions near
the � and �L helices that are forbidden by the tube model are also
prohibited by steric interactions in the L and D isomers, respectively. It is
also interesting that the ideal �-helix, situated around (�63°, �41°),
resides precariously between two regions that are forbidden in the tube
model.
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the menu of folds predetermined by geometry and
symmetry. In other words, the mechanism by which the
sequence determines the native state structure in-
volves the sequence directing a choice from the menu of
folds predetermined by geometry and symmetry. Pro-
tein native state structures conform to the constraints
imposed by the spectrum of possible folding patterns.23

The evolution of sequences and functionalities is sub-
ject to the same constraints. Finally, the same ingredi-
ents that lead to the menu of predetermined folds lead
also to the existence of ordered aggregates of many
proteins,16 which resemble amyloid fibrils.

RECONCILING THE APPROACHES

The approaches described in the previous sections are
quite distinct from each other, yet have certain features in
common (see Fig. 1). The simple garden hose captures the
sterics approximately in at least three ways: the self-
avoidance of the tube; the constraint that the local radius
of curvature can be no smaller than the tube radius; and
the notion that the space within a tube can be thought of as
“wiggle room” for the amino acid side chains. The direction-
ality of the hydrogen bonds is encapsulated by the inher-
ent anisotropy of a tube—in a close-packed arrangement,
nearby tube segments are preferentially parallel and track
each other rather than being perpendicular and progres-
sively separating from each other. This is found to be the
case in both helices and sheets. Furthermore, the require-
ment that nearby tube segments in the folded state of a
protein in the marginally compact phase be placed along-
side and parallel to each other promotes an all-or-nothing
folding transition characteristic of a two-state protein.

Although the effects of steric constraints lead to the
Ramachandran thinning of phase space at the single
amino acid level and the Rose grammar at a slightly
extended local level, the tube is different in several re-
spects (see Fig. 2). First, enantiomorphic conformations
give the same radius of curvature, so that the rejection of
conformations inaccessible to L-amino acids but accessible
to R-amino acids is a separate constraint. The preference
for optimally compact conformations is common to the
all-atom models, in which the preference arises from a
combination of hydrophobicity and optimization of Van der
Waals interactions, and the tube model. The full thinning
out of phase space in the tube model, however, occurs only
in the presence of an attraction-promoting compaction (in
the absence of such an attraction, the dominant conforma-
tions are not compact). Furthermore, nonlocal effects
imposed by the tube geometry and anisotropy play a key
role in determining the optimal structures (a model in
which one simply imposes a local radius of curvature
constraint does not capture the physics of a flexible tube
completely). The refined tube model is even more direct in
incorporating the amino acid aspecific geometrical con-
straints arising from the effects of hydrogen bonds and
sterics (aspecific except for proline residues); yet, it is
remarkable that it yields assembled protein-like struc-
tures even for homopolymers.

Consider the sodium chloride structure adopted by ionic
crystals such as NaCl, LiCl, KBr, and AgCl. The NaCl
structure is a face-centered-cubic (fcc) arrangement for the
Cl ions with the sodium ions occupying the octahedral
holes. One can do a very careful quantum mechanical
calculation and show that this fcc structure arises from
considerations of electrovalent bonding. Alternatively, fol-
lowing the pioneering conjecture of Kepler24 recently
proved by Hales,25 or the everyday experience of grocers,
one may argue that a collection of spherical cannonballs or
apples are best packed in a fcc lattice. One may then be
emboldened to suggest that it is considerations of packing,
periodicity, and the correct symmetry (note that a packing
of cubes instead of spheres would not lead to a fcc lattice)
that are the essential ingredients that determine the
menu of possible crystal structures. In other words, the
essential elements underlying the fcc structure are not the
details of the interatomic interactions or even the quan-
tum mechanics that describes the interactions of all mat-
ter but rather the Platonic considerations of geometry and
symmetry. It is of course remarkable that Nature has
found such a perfect fit between the quantum interactions
in NaCl and the fcc structure. The key point is that the
structure transcends the chemical housed in it and is
determined by the overarching constraints of geometry
and symmetry. That many protein sequences adopt the
same fold and that the menu of possible folds is limited
strongly suggest that similar considerations may be at
play here as well even though proteins are neither infinite
in extent nor periodic. The close packing of a flexible tube
in the marginally compact phase is then the analog of the
grocer’s packing of apples for this problem.
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